2nd National Virtual Moot Court Competition 2021

Clarification-1
1) Whether 3-4 days (mentioned in schedule - E of the post mortem report)
are calculated from the date of death till 12th Jan when the body got
discovered or till 14th Jan when autopsy report signed?
➢ The 3-4 days (mentioned in Schedule –E of the post mortem report) are
calculated from the date of death till 12th January.

2) Since the age of the deceased girl is 18 years or above, if that so, why is
the offence termed kidnapping and not abduction?
➢ Stick to the fact sheet and the charges mentioned in the FIR copy. The local
people are not aware about legal terms.

3) Para 7, 9th line it could be of the skin on her body in place of his body?
➢ It is the clerical mistake. Already rectified by the team in new moot problem.

4) In the starting of the problem, it is said that Susan, 18 years of age and in
Fred's statement it is said that he wanted to marry Susan when she attains
majority. If she's already major on 12th January, did she attain majority
between the periods of 3 days?

➢ The Facts are silent.

5) What is the alibi given by Tom Knight, has not been mentioned?
➢ The Facts are Silent.

6) What was the ligature material?
➢ The Facts are Silent.

7) Is the date of occurrence in the FIR is the date of the filing of the FIR or
the death?
➢ It is the date of filing of FIR.

8) What is the appeal number as registered in the High court for the cover
page of memo?
➢ The Appeal no. will be ---------------------of 2020.

9) Is SIIMS Hospital a private hospital or government hospital?
➢ SIIMS is a government hospital. Post- Mortem is always conducted in the
government hospital.

10) Who is the counsel for the appellant in the memorial for respondent?

➢ The Facts are silent.

11) In the initial moot problem, it said that she was dug up and in the changed
moot problem, there was no mention of the same. So, was she buried or
not?
➢ Kindly

download

the

moot

problem

from

official

website

(www.legalzems.com) as it is already mentioned. Nothing is changed.

12) What was the Alibi set by Tom Knight?
➢ The facts are silent.
13) There is no mention of the FIR filed by Susan’s parents, except for the
very first time. Do we have to draft it on our own, if required?
➢ Depend on the team.

14) How many witnesses or documents can a team create (that is not already
mentioned in the preposition), if any?
➢ Depend on the team.
15) There is irregularity of date and timing of finding Susan’s dead body;
which one do we have to consider?
➢ According to moot preposition following are the dates and timings
A) Susan Date of missing: - 09th Jan, 07.45 A.M.
B) Complaint Filed: - 10th Jan, 08.25 A.M.

C) Dead Body Found: - 12th Jan, 04.42 P.M.
D) FIR Filed:- 12th Jan 2020
E) Pre- Post Mortem Report:- 13th Jan 2020
F) Date and hour of receipt of inquest paper and dead body found:- 12th Jan,
05.15 P.M.
G) Date and hour of starting autopsy:- 12th Jan, 05.55 P.M.
H) Date and hour of Concluding autopsy:- 14th Jan, 09.15 P.M.
The team didn’t find any irregularity of date and timing of finding Susan’s
dead body. We suggest you to kindly download the moot problem from official
website (www.legalzems.com)

16) As the issues are not provided in the preposition, we needed to confirm
if we have to prepare them on our own, and how many of them we have
do make (minimum and maximum).
➢ The team has to prepare their own issue. There should be minimum 3 issues
and maximum depend on the team.

17) If a team encounters any other questions regarding the competition, can
it still contact regarding the same after 21st January?
➢ Yes

